
Bulletin No. 240(June 89) Pg. 6. 

A NEW OFFICIAL PERFIN        by      Jack Brandt,  Canada. 
Upon acquiring the stamp illustrated here, Mr. Brandt checked in  

the Officials' Catalogue, and found that it is, as yet, an unpublished die.  
As can be seen, it is a CROWN/O.R in circle, on a 5/- Victoria Judicature  
Fees issue - on piece.    There is no cancel to help with user. 

 

 
------------------------------------------- 

I M A B A Exhibition Perfins from Belgium      by      Gary Shayler. 
The 2 stamps illustrated below axe from a set of 9 which were  

perfinned through the face side, I M A B A, and also underprinted,   'IMABA  
du 21 au 29 aout 1948'.   The set is also overprinted on the face,   'LUCHTPOST 
POST AERIENNE'.    The set is unlisted in Gibbons. 

 

 
 

Perhaps some member knows more about this particular exhibition  
and the meaning of the letters. 



Bulletin No. 241(Aug’ 89) Pg. 13. 

MEMBERS COMMENTS ON ARTICLES IN PREVIOUS BULLETINS 
'BIRD' Perfin in Bulletin 240 Pg.3 

 
RICHARD TARRANT tells me that his Kelly's Directory of 1968  

lists Boiling & Lowe Ltd., portable railway manufacturers, 180 Romford Road, 
London E7.  Their Telegraphic Address is Bird, London E7. 

 
JOHN NELSON also states that the 1895 Post Office London  

Directory has the following entry:- Boiling & Lowe (formerly Bird Wm. & Co)  
engineers, iron, tinplate & metal merchants, contractors for railway &  
engineers' plant, gas & waterworks, 2 Laurence Pountneyhill, EC - TA 'BIRD'  

TN 1530. 
 
There is no indication as to when the change of name took place  

prior to 1895 (My BIRD/Co cover is dated 11.5.72 1d plate) but as Boiling & 
Lowe were still using "BIRD" as the telegraphic address in 1968 they probably 
saw no reason to change the perfin either.  The latest recorded period of use  
of "Bird" is the KGV Typographed issues.  Has anyone any later copies?  Also, 
can we narrow down the use of "Bird/Co".  Earliest and latest for this one  
too please. 

-------------------------------------------- 
 
A New Official Perfin in Bulletin 240 Pg.6 

I have been informed that this 'perfin' falls into the class of  
'Perfins used as Cancellations' (See Pg.8 Bulletin 239 etc.)  The illustration  
is a strike of an official cancelling perforator used in various offices to  
cancel (and tie to the document) stamps used to pay judicature and other fees.  
The office in question here is undoubtedly the Official Receiver and there is  
no cancel because the perforator itself did the cancelling and it could not  
be postally or commercially used 

-------------------------------------------- 




